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Who I am

Gladys CathelainGladys Cathelain

Work in BibLibreWork in BibLibre
A french company A french company 
that promote Open Source that promote Open Source 
softwares in libraries.softwares in libraries.

Customer relationship. Promote Koha. Customer relationship. Promote Koha. 
Interest : web interfaces and Fika :)Interest : web interfaces and Fika :)
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Our Keypoints for a Business 
Intelligence tool
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- Open Source (of course)- Open Source (of course)

- Hackable (by us)- Hackable (by us)

- Easy to use for everyone:- Easy to use for everyone:
Final users (running dashboards)Final users (running dashboards)
Data analyst (creating dashboard) => Often Data analyst (creating dashboard) => Often 
not a developer, more a librariannot a developer, more a librarian

- Easy to deploy (BibLibre= 200 customers)- Easy to deploy (BibLibre= 200 customers)



  

What is available
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Open Source that is « Fakepen source »Open Source that is « Fakepen source »

Open Source that requires developer skills for Open Source that requires developer skills for 
creating dashboardscreating dashboards

Open Source that is complex to use, deploy, Open Source that is complex to use, deploy, 
bothboth

Then came ... « widestage » Then came ... « widestage » http://widestage.comhttp://widestage.com

Contacts with the developerContacts with the developer
No answersNo answers

→ → Fork start of UrungiFork start of Urungi



  

Urungi in a few words
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Someone (with technical - SQL – skills) create Someone (with technical - SQL – skills) create 
layerslayers
A layer is a non technical description of your A layer is a non technical description of your 
database, a view on a part of your DBdatabase, a view on a part of your DB

Someone (a librarian) create dashboards & Someone (a librarian) create dashboards & 
reports using layersreports using layers

Anyone run dashboardsAnyone run dashboards



  

Demo !
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https://demo-urungi.biblibre.com

Login : test / testLogin : test / test

https://demo-urungi.biblibre.com/


  

The roadmap for Urungi
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- Create layers for all the tools BibLibre is - Create layers for all the tools BibLibre is 
supporting and usingsupporting and using

- Receive dashboard by email periodically- Receive dashboard by email periodically

- Caching dashboards- Caching dashboards

- Connecting Urungi with mana-kb to share - Connecting Urungi with mana-kb to share 
layers & dashboardslayers & dashboards



  

Thanks

urungi.org
www.biblibre.com
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